
Powis system suPPlies

Super Strip™ 
The Super Strip is a rugged, multi-purpose binding strip capable 

of strong tape binding in less than 15 seconds. Use the Super 
Strip to quickly and durably bind any document. It is the ideal 

choice for tape binding or making hard cover books.

The Powis Image Strip™
Represents a new level of binding customization. Now every document you bind 
can promote your brand, enhance your image, and ensure that each prospectus, 
manual, proposal or report that you produce is a cut above the competition. 

With the Image Strip, you choose the graphics, colors, branding and logos to
be printed on the strip. Add Powis Clear or Composition Covers, and the
Image Strip transforms the most ordinary document and turns it into
something special that everyone will notice. With the introduction of the
Image Strip, branding and marketing suddenly become a lot easier. Every 
document you bind instantly promotes your brand. In larger companies, strips 
can vary from department to department, reinforcing your image, brand, or 
special event.

The Powis Image Blank™
Represents a new level of binding customization. Now every
Document you bind can promote your brand, enhance your 

image, and ensure that each prospectus, manual, proposal
or report that you produce is a cut above the competition.

People will notice. The Image Blank comes with Powis 
thermoplastic adhesive on the strips. You choose the graphics, 

colors, branding and logos, design using our template, and
print your designs on an inkjet printer. Add Powis Clear or 

Composition Covers, and your Image Blanks... now Image Strips 
can take the most ordinary documents and turn them into 

something special that everyone will notice.

Available in 16 different standard colors.
Binding capacity based on 20lb /80gsm paper weight

3 different widths for binding from 10 to 350 sheets
Narrow: 10-125 sheets, max .5” [ 12.7mm ]
Medium: 10-250 sheets, max 1” [ 25.4mm] 

Wide: 10-350 sheets, max 1.5” [ 38.1mm ]
Standard lengths: 8.5”, 11”, A4, A5, B5



Powis system suPPlies - Perfectback striPs 

The Powis Perfectback™ Strip Collection
The Fastback 20 allows you to make a perfect bound book with a wide variety of cover stocks.

Covers can be offset, ink-jet, or laser printed. Even covers with heat-sensitive
inks or toner-based digital printing may be used. 

Perfectback™ LF Strips 
LF strips create a book bind that lays flat when opened — hence, the 
name LF. The spine hinges free from your book block. The book opens 
easily without creasing the spine. And you can do the final binding 
without heat so you can use printing methods and cover materials that 
are heat sensitive. These strips have two narrow bands of release paper, 
one on each side on the back of the strip. 

Perfectback™ PS Strips 
PS strips have a pressure sensitive adhesive for assembling books — this is 
why they are called PS strips. The entire spine of the cover is permanently 
bound to the book block. Final binding is done without heat so you can 
use cover materials or printing methods that are heat sensitive without 
worry. These strips have a narrow and a wide band of release paper on the 
back of the strip.

Perfectback™ TA Strips 
TA strips bind your wraparound cover with a temperature activated 
adhesive — thus, the name TA strips. As with the binding of your book 
block, final binding of the cover is done on a Fastback® model 20 binder. 
Your cover is bound entirely to the spine of your book block. Heat 
sensitive cover materials or printing are not suitable for this method. TA 
strips can be identified by the single piece of release paper on the back of 
the strip. 


